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ABSTRACT: 

Social insects are classic examples of cooperation and coordination. For instance, laboratory studies 

of colony relocation, or house-hunting, have investigated how workers coordinate their efforts to 

swiftly move the colony to the best nesting site available while preserving colony integrity, i.e. avoid-

ing a split. However, several studies have shown that, in some other contexts, individuals may use 

private rather than social information and may act solitarily rather than in a coordinated way. Here, 

we study resource allocation by a mature ant colony when it reproduces by fissioning into several 

colonies. This is a very different task than house-hunting in that colony fission seeks the split of the 

colony. We develop a simple individual-based model to test if colony fission and resource allocation 

may be carried out by workers acting solitarily with no coordination. Our model reproduces well the 

pattern of allocation observed in nature (number and size of new colonies). This does not show that 

workers do not communicate nor coordinate. Rather, it suggests that independent decision making 

may be an important component of the process of resource allocation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Insect colonies are highly integrated entities capable of accomplishing complex tasks, such as 

building large nests and choosing the best food source or nesting site (Franks et al. 2002; Visscher 

2007; Sasaki and Pratt 2018). This capacity results from the cooperative behaviour of many individual 

workers. How individual behaviours based on partial information scale up to produce an effective 

colony-level behaviour has been the focus of many studies. House-hunting, that is, choosing a new 

nesting site where to relocate the colony, has proven to be a very fruitful bioassay to investigate this 

(Franks et al. 2002; Visscher 2007). In laboratory colonies of Temnothorax ants, emergency colony 

relocation may be triggered by removing the roof of the nest. Colony relocation is then organised by 

a group of experienced scout workers, who seek a potential nesting site in the surroundings of the 

nest (Richardson et al. 2018). Each scout visits and evaluates the nesting sites she finds. She rejects 

inappropriate ones (i.e. below a threshold of quality) until finding one that is good enough, at which 

point she switches behaviour and starts leading other scouts to that nesting site by means of tandem 

runs (Robinson et al. 2009, 2011) . When the scouts present at a nesting site reach a threshold 

number (a quorum), they again switch behaviour and start relocating the colony to that nesting site 

by carrying colony members in their mandibles (Pratt et al. 2002). 

 

 Here, we investigate how the behaviours of workers determine the colony-level behaviour in 

another context, namely during colony foundation by colony fission. Colony fission has evolved 

repeatedly in social insects and is widespread. It consists in a mature colony producing new colonies 

by means of splitting, i.e. when one or more queens depart the mature colony with workers to 

initiate new colonies (Cronin et al. 2013). In addition, the splitting (and fusioning) of nests is also 

central to the ecology of many social insect species whose colonies inhabit multiple nests 

simultaneously. For instance, in the Peak District (UK), large colonies of the wood ant Formica 

lugubris are spread among ten interconnected nests (range 4–20) whose number and size they adjust 

to best exploit the resources available in the environment (Burns et al. 2020, 2021). Here, we analyse 

how a mature colony allocates its resources when it divides itself into several new colonies. Unlike in 

house-hunting, where the relocating colony seeks to maintain its integrity by avoiding an accidental 

split, a fissioning colony’s aim is to split into several new colonies, and how it partitions its resources 

among them is an important determinant of its fitness. 

 

 Complex mechanisms may govern resource allocation during colony fission. However, we study 

here the parsimonious alternative that it may be achieved, at least in part, by workers using private 

information and acting solitarily. This possibility is supported by several lines of evidence. Firstly, just 

because colony fusion looks well organized does not mean that it is socially coordinated. For 

instance, brood transport can be synchronized by environmental cues but carried out by workers 

acting solitarily (Mersch et al. 2018). Secondly, the use of private information is well documented in 

ants. For instance, the common black garden ant, Lasius niger, combines private and social 

information during foraging (Grüter et al. 2011; Czaczkes et al. 2015, 2016) and house hunting ants 

visiting potential nesting sites combine private and social information before choosing one (Cronin 

2013; Stroeymeyt et al. 2017). Fissioning colonies may allocate their resources without workers 

visiting and monitoring the size of all newly founded colonies, that is, without having global 

information, as occurs in foraging greenhead ants, Rhytidoponera metallica, where foragers can 

select the best food source without comparing all available food sources (Dussutour and Nicolis 

2013). Thirdly, although social information is of high value it may be more efficient to rely on private 

information under some circumstances, such as when it is of high quality (Stroeymeyt et al. 2017), or 
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when social information is outdated (Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2005) or conflicting with private 

information (Cronin 2013). 

 

 We implement the simplest possible individual-based model of colony fission and resource 

allocation, where workers solely use private information and act in an uncoordinated way. The model 

is suited to species who do not use chemical trails, i.e. where foragers rely on private information. It 

comprises environmental, colony-level and individual-level parameters, four of which are studied 

here while others are held fixed. Each forager decides on her own at which potential nesting site to 

found a new colony, and she transports resources to that nesting site only. Therefore, foragers as a 

collective may select one or several nesting sites, thereby resulting in the foundation of one or 

several new colonies. 

 

 We then test whether this model can reproduce well the pattern of allocation observed in nature 

in the ant Cataglyphis piliscapa (previously C. cursor var. piliscapa), for which there are data on the 

number and size of colonies produced by fission (Lenoir et al. 1988; Chéron et al. 2011) . Fissioning 

colonies vary markedly in size (731 +/- 456 workers, mean +/- SD, ranging from 252 to 1,808 

workers), in the number of workers they invest in the production of new colonies (519 +/- 382 

workers, range 180 to 1,759), and in the number of new colonies produced (one to seven, four on 

average) (Chéron et al. 2011). Cataglyphis ants do not use chemical trails. Instead, they use path 

integration and visual landmarks for navigating outside their nest (Collett et al. 1998; Boulay et al. 

2017). Owing to the lack of chemical trails, inexperienced workers cannot orientate outside the nest 

and hence cannot join a newly founded colony on their own. Resource allocation is therefore carried 

out by the foragers, that is, older workers that leave the nest to collect food and that have learned to 

orientate outside. Foragers transport the brood and inexperienced workers one at a time in their 

mandibles, from the mature colony to the new colonies, by means of numerous back-and-forth trips 

(Lenoir et al. 1988; Chéron et al. 2011). Using a parameter inference procedure and the empirical 

data available on C. piliscapa, we construct a model which reproduces the data for each of the 19 

colonies in our data and determine the credible values of the four parameters studied. Success of the 

model in reproducing well the observed data would support the idea that workers acting solitarily 

without coordination may play an important role in colony fission. In addition, performing a 

parameter inference independently for each colony may shed light on possible differences in colony 

traits associated with different allocation patterns, for instance, between colonies producing few 

versus many new colonies. 

 

 

MATERIAL & METHODS 

Individual-based model 

We use a spatially explicit individual-based model implemented with NetLogo 6.2.0 (Wilensky and 

Evanston 1999). An overview of the model is provided below using the ODD protocol (Grimm et al. 

2010). A sketched algorithm is in Fig. 1, and the NetLogo code is in supplementary material. 

 

Purpose 

We model how a social insect colony splits into one or more new colonies and allocates resources 

among them. Foragers are responsible for the choice of nesting sites and the allocation of resources, 

and they do it using private information only and without coordination with one another. 
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Entities, state variables, and scales 

The model comprises three types of agents: the initial colony, which has a given size that consists of a 

percentage of foragers and of resources (representing non-foraging workers and brood), with a set 

amount of resources to be allocated to new colonies; nests (i.e. available nesting sites), which are 

characterised by their quality and location; foragers, with each forager visiting some nests she then 

memorises. 

 

Process overview and scheduling 

The model goes through two separate phases. The exploring phase mimics the fact that, in the days 

or weeks preceding colony fission, foragers acquire knowledge of the environment while collecting 

food. This phase consists of foragers independently wandering randomly in the environment, 

assessing the quality of the nesting sites they encounter, and choosing one following one of three 

choice strategies (see Submodels below). Several foragers may independently choose the same 

nesting site. This exploration phase lasts a set duration. 

 

 The second phase is the allocation of the resources of the initial colony to new colonies. Foragers 

who found no nesting site during the preceding exploring phase become resources (i.e. they will be 

transported to a nest by an informed forager), and foragers who found a nesting site start the second 

phase at the initial colony. Each forager transports resources to the nesting site she has chosen. She 

transports resources one at a time, through numerous back-and-forth trips between the initial 

colony and the nesting site. When the initial colony is depleted of resources, each forager joins the 

nesting site she has selected and built up into a new colony. The simulation ends when all foragers 

have allocated themselves to a new colony, that is, when all foragers and allocated resources have 

been partitioned to found one or several new colonies. Note that the two phases do not have the 

same time scale. The exploration phase mimics weeks of information gathering, whereas the 

allocation phase lasts one or a few days in nature (Chéron et al. 2011). 

 

Design concepts 

- Basic principles: the model assumes that all foragers are identical, which is a common assumption 

(Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. 2005). It assumes that they follow the same pattern of random 

movement (same speed and sinuosity), are equally susceptible to committing errors when 

estimating nesting site quality, and make similar errors. In particular, it assumes that all foragers 

explore potential nesting sites. It may be that this task is carried out by a sub-group of scouts in 

some species, but we have no evidence for this in our model species C. piliscapa. In addition, the 

model assumes that foragers acquire knowledge of the environment days or weeks before 

undertaking resource allocation. This has been shown in Temnothorax, where foragers can assess 

and remember the quality of nesting sites they come across while foraging at a time when their 

colony is not about to relocate (Franks et al. 2007). 

- Emergence: the number of new colonies produced and the amount of resources each receives 

emerge from the behaviour of foragers 

- Objectives: each forager independently chooses the nesting site with the highest assessed quality 

among those she has visited. This assessment is made with an error that is proportional to quality. 

The assessed quality is drawn from a normal distribution of mean quality and standard deviation 

quality * nest_quality_assessment_error, where nest_quality_assessment_error is a percentage of 

quality. That is, the assessment error is larger for high quality nesting sites, which is realistic in 

that foragers may find it harder to compare high quality nests than to reject poor nests.  
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- Sensing: foragers detect nesting sites at 1 unit of distance.  

- Interaction: foragers do not interact, except in that they compete indirectly to collect resources 

from the initial colony.  

- Stochasticity: nesting sites are randomly distributed throughout the environment, except in the 

close vicinity of the initial colony. The model allows controlling for a potential effect of this 

random distribution by comparing it with an equidistant distribution around the initial colony (see 

Table S1 and Results). During the exploration phase, foragers wander randomly in the 

environment.  

- Observation: at each step of the exploration phase, the identity of foragers having visited each nest, 

the identity of nests visited by each forager and the nest chosen by each forager are recorded. At 

the end of the simulation, the number and size of newly produced colonies are recorded, as well 

as the qualities of all nests and of the chosen nests, and the distances from the initial colony to all 

nest and to chosen nests.  

 

Initialization 

The initial colony is located at the centre of a grid (61 x 61 patches). Exploration and allocation 

phases start with all foragers at the initial colony. 

 

Input data 

The model does not use input data, but it is later tested against empirical data (see Model analysis 

below) 

 

Submodels 

Foragers follow one of three choice strategies: The first strategy, current_vs_previous_best, is the 

default strategy. It is used in all simulations unless specified otherwise. 

- Current_vs_previous_best: when a forager visits a nesting site, she compares its estimated quality 

with the memorised quality of the nest she has chosen so far, and retains in memory only the 

quality and location of the best of the two. That is, each forager chooses a nesting site through 

serial comparisons between two nesting sites only, the one she is currently visiting and the best 

she has visited until then. This very simple strategy merely assumes that a forager can compare a 

nesting site with a memorised one, and select the best of the two. This seems reasonable given 

that ants have a good memory. For instance, they can memorise an odour associated with a food 

reward after a single exposure, and this memory can last up to three days even with no 

reinforcement (Piqueret et al. 2019). 

- Best_of_last_n is an alternative strategy. Here, each forager memorises the last n nesting sites she 

has visited (i.e. she has small or large memory when n is small or large, respectively), and she 

chooses the best of these at the end of the exploration phase. This strategy is cognitively more 

demanding than current_vs_previous_best as foragers need to memorise many nesting sites, and 

its performance strongly depends on memory. The two strategies differ only in that 

current_vs_previous_best makes the choice progressively, on a running basis, whereas 

best_of_last_n makes it at the end of the exploration phase. Although it is cognitively more 

demanding, the latter strategy should match the former when n is high but should otherwise fare 

worse. 

- Random_choice is a control strategy. Each forager memorises all the nesting sites she visits, and she 

randomly chooses one at the end of the exploration phase. 
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Model analysis: parameter inference 

We use a parameter inference procedure to determine the values of the parameters under the 

condition that the model output approximates the observed data. In particular, we are interested in 

determining the relative credibility of the parameter values. Specifically, we use the Approximate 

Bayesian Computation (ABC) algorithm APMC (Lenormand et al. 2013). It estimates the posterior 

probability density over the parameters given the data, hereafter referred to as the parameter 

posterior density. It associates a positive value, the density, to every possible value of the parameter. 

𝑓𝑋1,𝑋2,…|𝑌=𝑌0(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … ) is the density for parameters X1 = x1, X2 = x2, … where Y is the model output 

and y0 the observed data. Higher densities mean higher credibility that the corresponding parameter 

values generate simulation output Y close to observed data y0. 

 

 The values of four parameters of interest are determined through the ABC method (Table 1), 

whereas that of other parameters are held fixed at realistic a priori values (Table S1). The parameters 

of interest are the number of potential nesting sites (number_nests) which is an environmental 

parameter, the percentage of foragers (percentage_foragers) which is a colony level trait, and two 

individual level traits which are the error foragers make when estimating the quality of a nesting site 

(nest_quality_assessment_error) and the knowledge of the environment they gain (number of 

nesting sites visited) while foraging during the weeks preceding colony fission (exploring_phase). 

 

 We carried out 19 independent parameter inferences, based on the observed data for each of the 

19 colonies whose fission was recorded in the field (Chéron et al. 2011). Each of these colony fission 

events is characterised by the size of the initial colony before fission, its size after fission (some initial 

colonies survived fission while others did not), the investment of the initial colony in new colonies 

(the entirety or a fraction of its individuals), and the size of the new colonies (Table S2). For each 

independent parameter inference we set size_initial_colony and amount_allocated equal to the size 

of the initial colony before fission and to its investment in new colonies (i.e. summed size of all new 

colonies), respectively, and we study the parameter posterior density for one parameter at a time, by 

plotting the density as a function of the parameter (Table S2). The calibration is carried out by 

minimising the Euclidian distance between the vectors of simulated and observed new colony sizes. 

Performing an independent parameter inference for each colony helps us determine if the different 

reallocation patterns are likely to stem from different colony traits reflected in the parameter values. 

 

Posterior predictive checks 

As sanity checks for the inference procedure, we performed posterior predictive checks. For each of 

the 19 calibrations performed above, we drew 1,000 parameter sets from the parameter posterior 

distribution, ran the model with each, and checked that the observed data lie in the distribution 

resulting from the 1,000 simulation outputs. This procedure is not a proper model validation method, 

but a mere verification that the inference results are sound. It is necessary as the posterior density 

itself does not tell us if the model set with parameter values drawn from the parameter posterior 

distribution actually reproduces the data. A standard validation procedure is cross validation. It 

consists in performing the parameter inference with part of the data only, and testing it against the 

remaining part. However, since we perform one inference for each colony we have one data point 

for each inference only, hence this procedure cannot be applied. We used OpenMole 10.0 (Reuillon 

et al. 2013) to run the ABC method. We ran the simulations on the European Grid Infrastructure 

(http://www.egi.eu/) and on the MeSU platform at Sorbonne-Université. We used R 3.6.1 (R Core 

Team 2019; RStudio Team 2020) for data analysis. 

http://www.egi.eu/
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RESULTS 

The posterior predictive checks show that our simple model reproduces reasonably well the empiri-

cal data with the default choice strategy “current_vs_previous_best”: for each of the 19 colonies, the 

observed data lies within or close to the 1st and 3rd quartiles computed from the 1,000 model outputs 

(Fig. 2). This is despite the large differences between fissioning colonies, in size (from 252 to 1,808 

workers), investment into new colonies (allocating from 29.4 to 100% of their workers), and alloca-

tion pattern (producing one to seven new colonies) (Table S2). The number of simulated new nests 

tends to slightly exceed the number of observed new nests, but the few simulated nests produced in 

excess receive little resources only (Fig. 2). 

 

 In addition, the ABC analysis determines the effects and credible values of the four parameters of 

special interest (Fig. S1). It shows that, for most colonies, the most important factors for simulated 

patterns of allocation to approach empirical patterns were a relatively low percentage of foragers 

(lower than ca 20%) and/or few nesting sites (lower than ca 10). In some colonies, the number of 

foragers may be of a dozen or so, which straightforwardly constrains their choice to a few nesting 

sites given that each forager allocates resources to one nesting site only. In addition, colonies 5 and 

8, which produced the highest number of new colonies (seven and six), are well simulated when they 

are limited in nesting sites and/or when foragers have a poor knowledge of their environment 

(exploring_phase shorter than ca 1,000 steps while foragers need ca 3,000 steps to discover half of 

the nesting sites, Fig. S2). In contrast, colony 3, which produced two new colonies, is well simulated 

when it is limited in foragers and/or when foragers have a good knowledge of the environment (long 

exploring_phase), so that they may independently choose the same nests. 

Nest_quality_assessment_error is the least important factor, except for colony 9. Note that changing 

the range of possible values for one parameter may change the values of the others. For instance, if 

number_nests is set to vary between 20 and 80 (instead of between 2 and 80, Table 1) 

percentage_foragers becomes lower and the simulated pattern of allocation remains close to the 

empirical pattern (not shown). 

 

 We checked whether the spatial distribution of nesting sites may affect the results of our model 

by comparing the pattern of allocation simulated when nesting sites are distributed randomly vs. 

placed equidistant around the initial colony. We found no difference (Fig. S3). This may be because 

nest density (2 to 80 nesting sites over 3,721 patches) and the distance of detection of a nest (1 unit) 

are such that the probability of a forager’s path to come close to a nesting site is sufficiently low for 

foragers to have time to disperse throughout the environment before they find one, so that their 

starting location has no effect. 

 

 In addition, we compared the pattern of resource allocation simulated when foragers follow the 

default current_vs_previous_best choice strategy with that produced when they follow the 

cognitively more demanding best_of_last_n strategy (see Submodels in Material and Methods). In 

that case, each forager memorises up to n nesting sites during the exploration phase, and she 

chooses the best of these at the end of this phase. As expected, when n = 1, each forager remembers 

only the last nest she has visited and this strategy produces a pattern similar to the control stategy of 

random_choice, with many nesting sites receiving little resources each. As n increases, fewer nesting 

sites are chosen and they receive more resources each, that is, the pattern of allocation increasingly 

resembles that produced by current_vs_previous_best. Last, when n = number_nests foragers have 

the capacity to remember all the nesting sites and the strategies best_of_last_n and 
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current_vs_previous_best yield identical patterns (Fig. S4). That is, best_of_last_n matches 

current_vs_previous_best at best and never outperforms it. This shows that 

current_vs_previous_best is an efficient strategy albeit simple and cognitively little demanding. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our simple individual-based model produces a pattern of resource allocation (number and size of 

new colonies) that is broadly consistent with the pattern observed empirically (Chéron et al. 2011). 

That is, simulated foragers allocate resources to new colonies as real foragers do in nature. Simulated 

foragers do so without coordinating or communicating in any way with one another, but by acting 

solitarily and relying on private information only. This differs from the process of colony relocation by 

house-hunting ants, where a consensus decision is made through a quorum, and the recruitment of 

scouts by tandem runs, but is consistent with the recent finding that brood transport can also be 

organised based on private information only and with no coordination between workers (Mersch et 

al. 2018). It suggests that resources allocation during colony fission is a different problem than 

house-hunting, and that in this context decisions may be taken independently by each forager rather 

than through consensus building. 

 

 A possible explanation for the difference in decision making between colony fission and house-

hunting is that in the former foragers do not need to agree on selecting one nest only. On the 

contrary, their very aim is to select several nesting sites and engineer the split of the initial colony. It 

is possible that individual ants are cognitively not capable of tracking and adjusting resources 

allocation between various new colonies, so that this process may be achieved by being divided into 

simpler separate allocation tasks, for which no coordination is required. Another possible 

explanation for the difference is that colony fission has been studied in the field whereas house-

hunting has largely been studied in the laboratory. The complexity of the natural environment may 

require more time than in the laboratory to assess and find a suitable nesting sites, and it may be 

that multiple independent assessments and choices is the most efficient strategy under these 

conditions. In addition, speed of decision is presumably not important for colony fission in 

C. piliscapa because foragers have plenty of time to visit and assess the quality of potential nesting 

sites before the onset of colony fission. 

 

 The ABC analysis suggests that the number of potential nesting sites is more likely to range in the 

few tens, but we cannot compare this with empirical data as we are unable to determine in the field 

what is a putative nesting site for our model species C. piliscapa. Similarly, it suggests that the 

percentage of foragers is more likely to be below ca 20%, which seems realistic for most social 

insects. 

 

 The model hypothesises that foragers assess potential nesting sites when they encounter them by 

chance while foraging, and later use this knowledge when the time to fission has come. This 

anticipation is supported by laboratory experiments of colony relocation of the ant T. albipennis. 

They have shown that foragers gather knowledge of their environment when foraging: even though 

their colony is not about to relocate they assess the quality of potential nesting sites they encounter 

(Franks et al. 2007). In C. piliscapa, foragers may gather knowledge of the environment while 

foraging for food in the weeks prior to colony fissioning. The model does not precisely simulate this. 

It merely generates a more or less pronounced heterogeneity of knowledge across foragers, and the 
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number of steps (ticks) in the model is not connected to the real world. The results only highlight 

that, as expected, a minimal amount of time is required for foragers to explore their environment 

and assess nesting sites (Fig. S2). 

 

 Our model could be modified in several ways. C. piliscapa colonies adjust the number and size of 

new colonies produced to the intensity of competition (Cronin et al. 2012). Although our model 

simulates a single mature colony reproducing, it may provide a simple mechanism for this. When 

colony density is high in a population, many mature colonies may seek suitable nesting sites. Once a 

colony has started transporting resources to a nesting site it becomes unavailable to other colonies, 

so that each colony may be limited to fewer nesting sites and hence produce fewer (and larger) new 

colonies. Conversely, when colony density is low each mature colony may find more nesting sites and 

thus produce more (smaller) colonies. The model could be modified to include several mature 

colonies fissioning and competing for nesting sites. A second possible modification would be to 

include a threshold of quality for the acceptance of a nesting site. There is some evidence that house-

hunting foragers have an intrinsic threshold of nest suitability, below which they reject a nest 

(Robinson et al. 2014). This could easily be implemented, including a heterogeneity of threshold 

between foragers as in (Cronin 2018), with some more selective than others. A third possible 

modification would be to add a quorum of visiting foragers for a nest to be selected, as occurs in 

house-hunting Temnothorax ants (Visscher 2007). Last, the model could also include the resorption 

of some new colonies, as observed in the field (Chéron et al. 2011). It may be that these colonies had 

failed to reach a threshold size of viability, and resorption of colonies smaller than a threshold could 

be implemented. Modifying the model would likely increase its already reasonably good with 

empirical data. Indeed, adding a quorum or the resorbtion of small colonies would decrease the 

number of small colonies produced by the model, which is the main difference between simulated 

and empirical data (Fig. 2). A caveat, however, is that modifying the model would require adding 

variables that we are currently unable to quantify. Aquiring more empirical knowledge of colony 

fission should be a priority for future studies. 

 

 The capacity of our model to reproduce well the observed data supports the parsimonious 

hypothesis that simple mechanisms may underlie the process of colony fission. However, this does 

not demonstrate that the modelled mechanism of workers acting solitarily without coordination 

reflects the biological mechanisms, and implementing some level of communication between 

foragers may be justified. Indeed, it has been shown in ants (Wendt et al. 2019) and bumblebees 

(Incorvaia et al. 2021) that trophallaxis between returning and outbound foragers may inform 

outbound foragers of the quality of the food sources available outside, and that this lowers their 

acceptance of food sources of lower qualities and increase their search for higher-quality food. In the 

context of colony fission, foragers that have visited nesting sites may communicate some information 

regarding their quality, and this knowledge could affect other foragers’ selectivity and ultimately 

choice. Implementing communication in the model and comparing the performances of models with 

and without communication would be an interesting way to explore further the importance of 

solitary decisions in the process of resource allocation during colony fission. Nevertheless, the good 

performance of our model suggests that resource allocation may rely in part on solitary decisions 

based on private information. Indeed, recent works have shown that ant foragers visiting potential 

nesting sites combine private and social information before choosing one nesting site (Cronin 2013; 

Stroeymeyt et al. 2017). Our model investigates the partitioning of resources among new colonies 
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(number and size of new colonies produced) but not the onset of colony fission nor its termination 

(i.e. when part of the initial colony survives colony fission). Whether these may be determined by  

solitary decisions or may require coordination remains to be studied. Empirical studies of colony 

fission are necessary to go further and should focus on both individual and colony level behaviours. 
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Table 1 Studied model parameters with range of values 

 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION VALUES USED BY THE ABC 

METHOD 

number_nests Number of potential nesting sites 

(nests) present in the environment, i.e. 

where a new colony can be founded 

From 2 to 80 (uniform law) 

percentage_foragers Percentage of size_initial_colony that 

are foragers 

From 3% to 100% (uniform law) 

nest_quality_assess-

ment_error 

Error made by a forager when assessing 

the quality of a nest 

From 0% to 50% (uniform law) 

exploring_phase Duration of the phase of exploration, 

during which foragers visit nests and as-

sess their quality 

From 1,000 to 10,000 steps 

(ticks) (uniform law) 
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Fig. 1 Algorithm of the NetLogo model. The simulations start by an exploring_phase (blue) during 

which foragers randomly walk through the environment and visit nests they encounter. They 

memorise their quality, with an error of measure, and use this information to choose a nest. This 

exploring_phase mimics the knowledge of the environment that foragers obtain by foraging for food 

during the weeks that precede colony fission. Resources allocation to new colonies (red) starts after 

the exploring_phase. Foragers that failed to discover any nest become resources at the initial nest. 

Each forager that discovered a nest transports resources to the nest she has chosen. She transports 

one resource at a time, and repeatedly goes back and forth between her chosen nest and the 

initial_colony. When the initial_colony is depleted of resources, each forager allocates herself to her 

chosen nest (salmon pink), and the simulated pattern of resources allocation (grey) is recorded. 
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Fig. 2 Resource allocation after colony fission. Each panel shows the pattern of resource allocation 

(number and resources of new colonies) observed in nature (red dots) and simulated (black boxes), 

for each of the 19 colonies of varied size observed fissioning in nature (Table S1). Boxes represent the 

median and 1st and 3rd quartiles. The whiskers extend to the farthest data point within the limit of 1.5 

times the distance between the 1st and 3rd quartiles, with outliers beyond this limit drawn as black 

dots. New colonies are ordered by decreasing size on the x-axis, from left to right. n = 1,000 

replicates per simulated colony.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR 

Lavallée François, Chérel Guillaume, Monnin Thibaud (2021) No coordination required for resources 

allocation during colony fission in a social insect? An individual-based model reproduces 

empirical patterns. Animal Cognition 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S1 Fixed model variables with range of values 

 

FIXED VARIABLES DESCRIPTION AND VALUES 

patches The environment is a grid of 61 * 61 = 3,721 patches. 

initial_colony The initial_colony is located at the centre of the grid. 

nests_quality ; 

nests_quality_SD 

The quality of each nest is drawn from a normal distribution of mean nests_quality 

(set to 70) and of standard deviation nests_quality_SD (set to 50). 

position_nests - Set to random, so that nests are positioned randomly in the environment, except 

in a circle around the initial_colony that is empty of nesting sites (of radius 

exclusion_radius set to 10 patches). 

- The model also includes an equidistant positioning used for testing. Fig. S5 shows 

that nests positioning has no effect 

probability_of_ 

transporting 

Set to unconditional, so that all foragers that have selected a nest transport resources 

to it when colony fission starts, irrespective of the assessed quality of the chosen 

nest. The model includes 4 others functions not analysed here, where the probability 

of transporting may increase linearly, exponentially, logarithmically or logistically 

with the assessed quality of the chosen nest. 

max_ticks Stops simulations if resource allocation is not completed after 20,000 ticks (never 

occurred). 
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Table S2 Observed pattern of resource allocation (from Chéron et al 2011 Ecology) used for calibration. 

Each row gives the size (worker number) of one initial colony (n = 19) before colony fission, after colony 

fission, its total investment into new colonies (i.e. its size before minus its size after fission), and the 

number and size of new colonies produced by fission 

 

 Initial 

colony 

before 

fission 

Initial 

colony 

after 

fission 

Investment of 

the initial 

colony in the 

production of 

new colonies 

New 

colony 

1 

New 

colony 

2 

New 

colony 

3 

New 

colony 

4 

New 

colony 

5 

New 

colony 

6 

New 

colony 

7 

Colony 1 1,808 49 1,759 1,284 244 160 71    

Colony 2 1,628 1,150 478 326 152      

Colony 3 1,328 394 934 890 44      

Colony 4 1,037 243 794 305 276 213     

Colony 5 999 0 999 206 198 186 133 117 94 65 

Colony 6 791 257 534 252 121 103 58    

Colony 7 789 492 297 160 137      

Colony 8 780 234 546 177 92 90 69 62 56  

Colony 9 720 497 223 127 49 47     

Colony 10 577 293 284 138 77 69     

Colony 11 549 0 549 181 151 115 102    

Colony 12 531 177 354 218 91 45     

Colony 13 495 81 414 152 112 90 60    

Colony 14 452 0 452 197 167 88     

Colony 15 294 0 294 153 79 62     

Colony 16 291 85 206 158 48      

Colony 17 290 0 290 148 112 30     

Colony 18 278 0 278 102 78 56 42    

Colony 19 252 72 180 180       
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Fig. S1a Marginal values of the four parameters studied with the ABC method for the first nine colonies. 

The density represents the likelihood that the values of the plotted parameter yield a pattern of simulated 

resources allocation similar to the empirical pattern. For instance, for colony 1 

nest_quality_assessment_error, percentage_foragers and number_nests show no clearly more likely values 

whereas intermediate values of exploring_phase (around 5,000 steps) are more likely to yield a simulated 

pattern similar to the empirical one. Note that the range of values explored for percentage_foragers vary 

across colonies (the number of foragers cannot exceed the amount of resources allocated hence 

percentage_foragers ≤ amount_allocated / size_initial_colony * 100). 
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Fig. S1b Marginal values of the four parameters studied with the ABC method for the last ten colonies (see 

legend previous page). 
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Fig. S2 Number of nesting sites visited by a forager over the duration of the exploring_phase. The 

environment contains 10 to 80 nesting sites (coloured lines), which are either distributed randomly (left 

panel) or equidistant around the initial nest (right, n = 20 replicates per panel). The panels show (1) that a 

forager discovers nests at the same rate irrespective of their spatial distribution, and (2) that she has visited 

around half of the nesting sites at ca 3,000 steps.  
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Fig. S3 Effect of nest distribution on resource allocation for the 19 colonies simulated. Scatterplots show 

the size of new colonies produced when nesting sites distribution is random (x axis) vs. equidistant (y axis), 

for exploring_phase of varied lengths (1,000 to 10,000 steps). Dots are distributed along the bissector, and 

linear regression lines closely match the bissector, showing that nests distribution has no effects on the 

patter of resource allocation among new colonies. Simulations carried out with 20% of foragers, 50 nesting 

sites and no error in the estimation of nesting sites qualities. n = 10 replicates per colony and per condition 

(5 durations of the exploring phase * 2 distribution of nests). 
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Fig. S4 Effect of choice strategies and of memory on resource allocation. Plots show the size of new 
colonies when foragers follow each of the three choice strategies, with new colonies ordered by decreasing 
size on the x-axis, from left to right. When foragers chose randomly they produce many new colonies of 
relatively comparable size (red, see y-axis) while when they follow the current_vs_previous_best strategy 
they produce few new colonies only with marked size differences (green). When foragers follow the 
best_of_last_n choice strategy (blue) the outcome is similar to random_choice when n is low (they only 
remember the last or last few visited nesting sites), similar to current_vs_previous_best when n is high 
(they remember most nesting sites) and internmediate when n is intermediate. This shows the high effect 
of memory on best_of_last_n strategy, and the high performance of the cognitively less demanding 
current_vs_previous_best strategy. Simulations carried out with colonies of size 500, 20% of foragers, 50 
randomly distributed nests, no error in assessment of their quality and an exploring_phase of 5,000 ticks. 
n = 50 replicates per panel. 


